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Damped fall of magnets inside a conducting pipe
Guillermo Donoso, Celso L. Ladera,a� and Pablo Martínb�

Departamento de Física, Universidad Simón Bolívar, Apdo. 89000, Caracas 1086, Venezuela

�Received 10 November 2009; accepted 23 September 2010�

We consider the uniform motion of a short strong cylindrical magnet falling inside a conducting pipe
and study the dependence of the magnetic braking force on the distance of the falling magnet from
the pipe wall. We also consider two magnets falling together with parallel or opposite magnetic
moments. We develop models for these three cases of magnetic braking and describe the
experiments that validate our models. The experimental setups are inexpensive and can be readily
assembled in a teaching laboratory. © 2011 American Association of Physics Teachers.
�DOI: 10.1119/1.3531964�
I. INTRODUCTION

A single magnet falling without acceleration inside a ver-
tical conducting pipe is frequently presented in lectures,
demonstrations, science exhibits, and in literature.1–4 Mag-
netic braking has also been studied in the context of a con-
ducting disk rotating between the poles of a magnet.5–7 The
fall of a strong magnet inside a conducting pipe is damped
by the gradually increasing and opposing magnetic force that
the pipe wall exerts on the magnet. If the pipe is long
enough, the magnet eventually reaches a constant terminal
speed. The braking force on the magnet arises from circular
eddy currents, also known as Foucault currents. These eddy
currents are generated in the pipe by the emf induced in the
pipe by the time-varying magnetic flux that the falling mag-
net produces.

When the phenomenon is demonstrated, many questions
are often posed by students and physicists: What would hap-
pen if two magnets are allowed to fall together inside the
pipe? Will these magnets fall faster than a single one? What
is the role of the pipe wall thickness? What effect does
changing the material of which the pipe is made? These is-
sues have been addressed by us in a recent article.1

Another common question is what would happen if the
magnet falls off-axis. We explore, both analytically and ex-
perimentally, the off-axis case and the two-magnet case. Be-
cause the initial accelerated motion of the falling magnets
lasts for only a very short time, we consider only the final
uniform motion of the magnets. We find the falling time of
the magnets inside a vertical conducting pipe of known inner
radius a in terms of a single parameter. For near-wall de-
scent, this parameter is the distance b from the falling mag-
net axis to the pipe axis, and for two magnets, the parameter
is the vertical separation s of the two magnets. We hope that
the models and the set of experiments that we discuss are
useful for lecturers and demonstrators, and serve as an inspi-
ration for practical applications.8

Magnetic damping is being increasingly exploited in a di-
versity of important applications including advanced car sus-
pension systems that use a colloidal suspension9,10 of ferro-

magnetic particles in oil, as shock-absorber fluid when
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subjected to a magnetic field, and some more mundane ap-
plications such as fishing-reel spool rotation control �with at
least two patents already filed�, and the smooth braking of a
gondola full of people in an amusement park after a free fall.
The damping of the motion of a metallic body by magnetic
means can also be achieved by the retarding force on the
Foucault �eddy� currents induced in the body by a constant
local magnetic field normal to the body surface.11–15

II. TWO MAGNETS

A. Theory

Consider two identical short cylindrical magnets separated
by a fixed distance s, which fall together along a conducting
pipe. Will they fall faster than a single magnet? What hap-
pens if the magnet separation is changed? What happens if
the orientation of the magnet poles is changed?

Before addressing the fall of the two magnets, we first
briefly consider the fall of a single magnet inside a conduct-
ing pipe.1 A short cylindrical and strong magnet �for ex-
ample, a Nd:FeB magnet� falls with velocity v=vẑ inside a
copper pipe of inner radius a �see Fig. 1� such that the mag-
net axis of symmetry is always coincident with the vertical
pipe symmetry. As the magnet falls, the changing magnetic
flux �B�t� generates an induced emf E in the pipe wall. This
emf can be obtained using Faraday’s law,11,16–18

E = −
d�B

dt
= −

d

dt
� B · dS , �1�

which for a motional induced emf gives1 the relation �see
Ref. 16, Eq. �7.17�, or Ref. 17, Eq. �6.5��,

E =� v � B� · d� = �
0

2�

vB��a,z�ad� = 2�avB��a,z� ,

�2�

where B��a ,z� is the magnitude of the radial component of
the magnetic field at the pipe wall. Let � be the conductivity
of the pipe wall. If R denotes electrical resistance and � is the
pipe thickness, then the conductance of a ring �of height dz
defined on the pipe wall at coordinate z, as shown in Fig. 1�
is by the definition ��dz / �2�a�. The induced electrical cur-

rent dI present in the ring is therefore given by
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dI = Ed�1/R� =
E��dz

2�a
�3a�

=2�avB��a,z�
��dz

2�a
= v��B��a,z�dz . �3b�

The magnitude dF of the vertical force that the differential
ring exerts on the falling magnet is1–5

dF = dI� �d� � B�z = 2�aB��a,z�dI

= 2�av��B�
2�a,z�dz . �4�

The total force applied by the pipe to the magnet can be
obtained by integrating along the whole pipe, that is,

F = 2�av���
−	

	

B�
2�a,z�dz . �5�

It is convenient to represent the radial component B� of the
magnetic field using a useful approximation discussed in
Ref. 19. For �=a, we have

B��a,z� =
3
̃�za

�a2 + ��z�2�5/2 , �6�

where 
̃= �
0 /4��
, and 
 represents the magnetic
dipole11,16–18 of the magnet in SI units. The introduction of 
̃
simplifies the expressions that follow. The parameter � cor-
rects for the failure of the simple magnetic dipole approxi-
mation when representing the actual magnetic field of the
cylindrical magnet.1,18 The quantity 
̃ and the parameter �
are determined in a preliminary experiment, as explained in
the Appendix �in our case, �=1.25�0.05 and

̃=4.8�10−8 T m3�. Once the values of � and 
̃ are found
for a given magnet, these values are used in whatever experi-
ments are performed with that magnet.

In terms of the dimensionless axial variable u=�z /a,

Fig. 1. A magnet falls with velocity v along the symmetry axis of a con-
ducting pipe. An infinitesimal current dI is generated by Faraday induction
in an infinitesimal pipe ring of height dz at a distance z below the magnet.
B� is the radial component of the magnetic induction B of the magnet.
Eq. �6� becomes
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B��u� =
3
̃

a3

u

�1 + u2�5/2 . �7�

We substitute this result into Eq. �5� and obtain the desired
expression for the magnetic force on the falling magnet,

F =
2�a2v��

�
2�3
̃

a3 �2�
0

	 u2du

�1 + u2�5 �8a�

=
36�v��
̃2

�a4 f0, �8b�

where the factor of � comes from substituting dz=adu /�
into Eq. �5�. The constant force factor f0 is the value of the
definite integral,

f0 = �
0

	 u2du

�1 + u2�5 =
5�

256
� 0.0614. �9�

Equation �8� shows that the magnetic force F opposing the
motion of the falling magnet is proportional to the vertical
speed v of the magnet. We can use Eq. �8� to define a damp-
ing constant k=F /v for the magnet motion

k 	
36���
̃2

�a4 f0. �10�

The terminal speed vt can be obtained by applying Newton’s
second law with the result vt=mg /k.

To obtain an idea of the order of magnitude of the terminal
speed for a short strong cylindrical ceramic magnet falling
along the symmetry axis of a conducting pipe, we consider
the typical experimental parameters, 
̃=4.8�10−8 T m3,
�=1.25�0.05, �=4.8�107 � m�−1, a=10.4 mm,
�=1.3 mm, and m=7.0 g. The theory predicts
k=0.068 N s /m and vt=1.02 m /s, which are close to the
experimental values we will find.

We now consider two short identical cylindrical magnets
falling together inside the conducting pipe along its axis. The
vertical separation between them is s. We first assume that
their magnetic moments are parallel. By simple superposi-
tion of the magnetic fields created by the two magnets, we
readily obtain from Eq. �6�,

B��a,z� =
3
̃a��z − s/2�

�a2 + �2�z − s/2�2�5/2 +
3
̃a��z + s/2�

�a2 + �2�z + s/2�2�5/2 ,

�11�

and with the change of variables u=�z /a,

B��a,u� =
3
̃

a3 
 u −
�s

2a

�1 + �u −
�s

2a
�2�5/2

+

u +
�s

2a

�1 + �u +
�s

2a
�2�5/2 .

�12�

We now proceed along the same lines as from Eq. �8� to
Eq. �10� to obtain the force factor f↑↑�s /a� for the two-
magnet case, which is conveniently written as a function of

the magnets’ separation s /a as
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f↑↑�s/a� = �
0

	 
 u −
�s

2a

�1 + �u −
�s

2a
�2�5/2

+

u +
�s

2a

�1 + �u +
�s

2a
�2�5/2

2

du . �13�

We also obtain an expression for the magnetic breaking force
F=kv on the two-magnet assembly in terms of f↑↑�s /a�,

F =
36���v
̃2

�a4 f↑↑�s/a� . �14�

Equation �14� for two magnets is analogous to Eq. �8� for a
single magnet; f↑↑�s /a� corresponds to f0.

As Eq. �14� shows, the magnetic braking force is quadratic
in the radial component of the magnetic field at the pipe
wall, and therefore doubling the field implies multiplying the
force by 4. Therefore, for s=0, that is, for zero separation
between the magnets, Eq. �13� reduces to f↑↑�0�=4f0 �the
constant f0 is found using Eq. �9��. For magnets separated by
a large distance, s�a, Eq. �13� gives a constant force factor
f↑↑=2f0. For s /a�0.7, we obtain f↑↑�2f0. To understand
this result, note that when the two magnets are separated by
a nonzero distance s, the radial magnetic components of the
two fields at the pipe walls partially cancel each other; at
s=0, they add to become twice that for a single magnet.

Figure 4 shows the predicted dimensionless force factor
f↑↑�s /a� /2f0 from Eqs. �9� and �13� plotted against the pa-
rameter s /a. We see that a minimum value of the force factor
is predicted for s /a�1.2. Also note that f↑↑�s /a� /2f0→1 for
s /a greater than about 3.5. We will see below the experi-
ments confirm our predictions.

B. Experiments

We present here the results of measuring the terminal
speed vt of a system of two identical magnets of mass m
falling inside a copper pipe of radius a under gravitational
attraction and the braking magnetic force −kv. The terminal
speed vt for the two-magnet assembly is

vt = 2mg/k . �15�

Because the damping constant k=F /v is a function of the
force factor f↑↑�s /a�, we can check our model by measuring
the terminal speed of the two-magnet system as the separa-
tion s between the magnets is changed.

We can measure the terminal speed vt=�z /�t of a falling
magnet by observing the two transients electrical signals that
the magnet generates in an oscilloscope when crossing two
short pick-up coil made of thin wire and tightly wrapped
onto the pipe at two locations separated by a small distance
�z.1–3 Here, �t is the time interval between the zero cross-
ings of the two time signals. The coils are located far enough
from the top of the pipe to ensure that the terminal speed has
been reached. We substitute k=F /v in Eq. �15� and obtain

the falling time interval �t,
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�t =
�z

vt
=

k�z

2mg
=

36���
̃2�z

2�mga4 f↑↑�s/a� , �16�

which is the prediction to be experimentally checked.

1. Two magnets with parallel magnetic moments

Two 12.7 mm diameter, 3.15 mm thick, Nd:FeB cylindri-
cal magnets, 3 g each, are vertically assembled at a given
fixed separation by placing identical 5 mm thick ceramic
disks in between �Fig. 3�. The values of 
̃=4.8
�10−8 T m3 and �=1.25�0.05 were found in a preliminary
experiment �see the Appendix�. As noted, extra ceramic disks
are placed atop the two-magnet assembly up to a total num-
ber of 8 disks for a total mass of 8 g. The assembly of
magnets plus ceramic disks with total mass of 14.0 g is held
together by tightly wrapping it with thin sticky tape. The
mass of the ceramic disks need not be considered in our
calculations because the number of disks is the same in all
the experiments �it is as though the mass of the two magnets
were the total mass of the magnet-ceramics assembly�.

Fig. 2. Horizontal cross section of a conducting pipe of internal radius a. A
magnet that falls with velocity v along the pipe symmetry axis, perpendicu-
lar to the cross section at O, generates a radial magnetic field component B�.
The cross product v�B� is tangent to the pipe wall, and its line integral
along the circular wall gives the Faraday induced emf.

Fig. 3. Two identical short cylindrical magnets �dark gray� are assembled at
a fixed separation s by inserting identical 5 mm thick ceramic disks between
them. Extra ceramic disks are placed at the top of the assembly to keep the
total weight of the assembly constant, while the magnet separation is varied.
For example, to increase the magnet separation by 5 mm, we remove a disk
from the top and insert it between the magnets. The magnetic moments of

the magnets are parallel.
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The magnet assembly is allowed to fall inside a copper
pipe of radius a=10.4 mm and wall thickness of 1.3 mm.
The conductivity � of the stock copper pipes was measured
by measuring the length and cross-sectional area of the pipe
using a current source of several tens of amperes and a digi-
tal voltmeter to obtain the electrical resistance of the pipe.
We find �=4.8�107 � m�−1 �82% of the conductivity of
pure copper�.

The pick-up coils used in the magnetic braking experi-
ments, made of AWG-38 copper wire, are wound onto the
pipe at previously chosen locations along it. A digital oscil-
loscope is used to display and store the transient signals gen-
erated in the coils by the falling magnets for later analysis.

Figure 5 shows our results, where the continuous line rep-
resents either the force factor f↑↑�s /a� or the predicted fall
interval times �t of the two magnets �see Eq. �16�� versus the
parameter s /a. The actual experimental data points are also

Fig. 4. The predicted dimensionless force factor f↑↑�s /a� /2f0 �with parallel
magnetic moments� as a function of the two-magnet separation. Note that
the absolute minimum of the magnetic force occurs for the magnet separa-
tion s /a=1.2.

Fig. 5. �a� The force factor and the magnets fall time as a function of the
vertical separation s /a between the two magnets �with parallel magnetic
moments�. The first experimental point �for s=3 mm� corresponds to the
two magnets in contact; the second one corresponds to a separation of 6 mm
�a paper disk is inserted between the magnets�. �b� The terminal speed of the

two magnets as a function of s /a.
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plotted in Fig. 5. The maximum error is about 0.3 ms �0.8%�
for a magnet separation s=6 mm. Figure 5 shows that when
s is large, the two-magnet system falls with the same termi-
nal speed as that of a single magnet falling inside the same
pipe �vt�1 m /s�. For intermediate values of s, namely,
0.7�s /a�3.5, the falling times are smaller, meaning that
the magnetic braking force is smaller, and the two magnets
fall faster than a single magnet. This result is a consequence
of the partial cancellation of the two radial components of
the two magnetic fields in the region between the two mag-
nets. Therefore, for s=0, we expect to observe a falling time
interval that is twice that for a single magnet, as the plot in
Fig. 5�a� shows. Also note in Fig. 5�a� that the experiments
confirm the predicted absolute minimum �of the continuous
line� of the magnetic braking force for s /a�1.2. The experi-
mental points in Fig. 5�a� are plotted without error bars be-
cause the largest error is 0.3 ms for s=6 mm, less than or
equal to the radius of the circles that represent the experi-
mental data. Each point is the result of multiple trials. Figure
5�b� shows the terminal speed of the two magnets as a func-
tion of s /a. There is a maximum speed for s�1.2a, which
coincides with the position of the minimum damping force.

We can give an alternative explanation of the existence of
the minimum of the magnetic force on the falling magnets
when their vertical separation is s=1.2a. The two curves in
Fig. 6 show the quantity �B�,1+B�,2�2 of the two radial field
components generated by the magnets as a function of z /a.
The magnetic field has been normalized by the quantity
B0=3
̃ /a3. According to Eq. �13�, the magnetic braking
force is proportional to the integral of the squared radial
component of the magnetic field, and therefore the area un-
der each of the curves in Fig. 6 represents the total magnetic
force on the two magnets. The area under the upper curve is
about half of the area under the lower curve. The difference
in area below the two curves arises from the partial cancel-
lation of the fields of the two magnets in the region between
them.

2. Two magnets falling with antiparallel magnetic
moments

We also consider the two-magnet system with antiparallel

Fig. 6. Dimensionless squared magnetic field as a function of the normal-
ized axial distance z /a �B0=3
̃ /a3 is a constant�. �a� s=1.2a and
�b� s=3.5a. The area under the curves represents the total damping force on
the magnets. The force in �a� is smaller than the force in �b�.
magnetic moments. We need only to change the middle sign
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of the integrand of Eq. �13�, which gives the force factor
function f↑↓�s /a� for the two-magnet assembly. The result is

f↑↓�s/a� = �
0

	 
 u −
�s

2a

�1 + �u −
�s

2a
�2�5/2

−

u +
�s

2a

�1 + �u +
�s

2a
�2�5/2

2

du . �17�

The continuous line in Fig. 7 shows the force factor function
f↑↓�s /a� /2f0 in Eq. �17� as a function of s /a. The measured
fall time interval is also plotted in Fig. 7 �small circles�.
Because the fall times are proportional to the force factor
function �see Eq. �16��, the continuous line also represents
the predicted falling times. As shown in Fig. 7, the agree-
ment between the experimental results and the theory is
good. Figure 7�b� shows the terminal speed of the two mag-
nets. There is a minimum terminal speed for s�1.2a, which
corresponds to the maximum of the magnetic force as s is
varied.

III. OFF-AXIS FALL OF SINGLE MAGNET

A. Theory

The vertical motion of a magnet inside a conducting pipe
is damped by the opposing force that the pipe wall exerts on

Fig. 7. �a� Normalized force factor f↑↓�s /a� /2f0 or fall time intervals for two
equal magnets falling inside a conducting pipe as a function of s /a. �b� The
terminal speed of the two magnets as a function of s /a. The minimum speed
occurs for s�1.2a in coincidence with the position of the maximum damp-
ing force. The small circles represent experimental data. The error bars are
smaller than the size of the circles used to plot the data.
the magnet. It is usually assumed that a cylindrical magnet

197 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 2, February 2011
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falls with its symmetry axis always coincident with the pipe
axis. Such a situation seldom happens, and the magnet can
fall off-axis, or even wobble along the pipe.

Figure 8 depicts a short cylindrical magnet falling with
velocity v along the z direction a distance b from the vertical
symmetry z-axis of the pipe of internal radius a. �The magnet
actually falls inside a guiding glass tube placed inside the
pipe.� Consider a ring-shaped differential element of height
dz of the pipe below the magnet. This infinitesimal conduct-
ing ring is approached by the falling magnet, which induces
an emf in it. The magnetic field can be decomposed into a
component parallel to the pipe axis, and a radial component
B� along the radial direction from the center O� of the glass
tube �see Fig. 9�. As explained in Sec. II �see Eq. �2��, only
the radial component B� of the magnetic field is responsible
for the induced emf in the conducting ring.

Let P�a ,�� be a point of the infinitesimal ring as seen from
the center O of the ring �see Fig. 9�, and let � be the polar
radius of P as seen from point O� on the z�-axis. For an

Fig. 8. Longitudinal cross section of the pipe of radius a and of a vertical
glass tube used to keep the magnet off-axis. The separation of the magnet
path from the vertical pipe axis is b. The falling magnet induces a current dI
at the infinitesimal ring of height dz. Two pick-up coils separated by the
vertical distance �z are used for measuring the magnet speed.

Fig. 9. Horizontal cross section of the conducting pipe when the magnet is
off-axis. The path of the magnet is the vertical through point O� at the
distance b from point O located on the pipe axis. The angle between the

cross product v�B� and the tangent to the pipe is � �see Fig. 2�.
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off-axis fall, the radial component B� of the field forms a
variable angle ��� ,b� with the radius vector OP from the
center of the infinitesimal ring �compare with Fig. 2 where
the component B� always points along the radial direction
from O�. The cross product v�B� is no longer tangential to
the pipe wall.

The magnitude B� of the radial component is a function of
the distance � and the vertical coordinate z of the infinitesi-
mal ring. The motional induced emf on the eccentric infini-
tesimal conducting ring is given, as in Sec. II, by

E =� v � B� · d� = �
0

2�

vB��a,z�cos ���,b�ad� . �18�

From the geometry of Fig. 9, we may write

cos � =
a − b cos �

�
�19�

and

�2 = a2 + b2 − 2ab cos � . �20�

We use the same approximation for the magnetic field
given in Eq. �6�, the radial component of the magnetic field
for the off-axis case is

B��a,z� =
3
̃�z�

��2 + ��z�2�5/2 . �21�

With Eq. �21� for the component B�, the induced emf be-
comes

E = �
0

2�

v
3
̃�z�

�a2 + b2 − 2ab cos � + �z2�5/2
a − b cos �

�
ad� .

�22�

We introduce the dimensionless variable u as z=au /� and
rewrite Eq. �22� as

E =
6�
̃v

a2 �
0

2� u�1 − �b/a�cos ��

2��1 + �b

a
�2

− 2�b

a
�cos � + u2�5/2

d�

=
6�
̃v

a2 G�u,b� , �23�

where

G�u,b� = �
0

2� u�1 − �b/a�cos ��

2��1 + �b

a
�2

− 2�b

a
�cos � + u2�5/2

d� .

�24�

The expression for E given by the right-hand side of Eq. �23�
reduces to the expression found in Eqs. �2� and �7� for the
induced emf when the magnet is assumed to fall along the
pipe axis, that is, when b=0. The definite integral in Eq. �24�
is best evaluated using numerical routines available in sev-
eral software packages.

We can now derive an expression for the vertical compo-
nent dFz of the magnetic braking force that the differential
ring �Fig. 8� defined in the pipe wall exerts on the magnet

when it falls off-axis. This force component is now given by
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dFz = dI�ad��B���,z�cos � . �25�

We also know that the differential dI of the induced electric
current along the infinitesimal ring of height dz is

dI = Ed�1/R� =
E��dz

2�a
=

E��adu

2��a
. �26�

We substitute this result into Eq. �25� and integrate along the
ring from �=0 to �=2� and obtain

dFz =
��vdu

2� ��
0

2�

B���,u�cos��,b�ad��2

�27a�

=
��vdu

2��
�6
̃�

a2 �2

�G�u,b��2, �27b�

where G�u ,b� was defined in Eq. �24�. Finally, by integrating
along the whole pipe, we obtain the expression for the total
magnetic braking force on the off-axis falling magnet,

Fz =
36���v
̃2

�a4 �
0

	

�G�u,b��2du 	
36���v
̃2

�a4 f̃�b/a� ,

�28�

which reduces to Eq. �8� for b=0. Note that in Eq. �28� we

have introduced the new force factor f̃�b /a� corresponding to
off-axis fall.

We use Eq. �28� and obtain an expression for the falling
time interval �t for the magnet to travel a vertical distance
�z,

�t =
k�z

mg
=

36���v
̃2�z

�mga4 f̃�b/a� . �29�

By fixing a distance �z between the two pick-up coils �Fig.
8� and measuring the falling interval times �t for different
values of the separation b, we can obtain the experimental

values of the factor f̃�b /a� defined in Eq. �28�.

B. Experiments (off-axis fall)

A different copper pipe is used in this third set of experi-
ments to leave room for large off-axis displacements. Its
specifications are 12.4 mm internal radius, 1.7 mm thick
wall, and 50 cm length. A 14.2 mm internal diameter glass
tube with a 1 mm thick glass wall is placed inside the larger
diameter copper pipe. This glass tube is used to keep the path
of the falling magnet at a fixed distance from the axis of
symmetry of the pipe. The axis of the glass tube is held
parallel to the pipe axis at the separation b �the maximum
possible separation is 4.3 mm�. As before, two pick-up coils
separated by 30 mm are used to sense the passing falling
magnet �in our experiments the terminal speed of the mag-
nets is reached about 30 cm from the top of the tubes�. The
terminal speed is found by dividing the coil separation by the
time interval between the two transient signals observed in
the oscilloscope.

Figure 10 shows the experimental results for the off-axis
fall case, superimposed on the theoretical curve from Eq.
�28�. The agreement between the theory and the experiment
is good �maximum error of 3% for b=4.3 mm�. Figure 10�a�
also shows f̃�b /a� as a function of the normalized separation

of the falling magnet from the pipe axis. As expected, the
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magnetic braking force increases monotonically as the mag-
net axis is placed closer to the conducting pipe wall. Figure
10�b� shows the terminal speed of the magnet as a function
of b /a. The terminal speed decreases monotonically as the
magnet axis is placed closer to the pipe wall, a consequence
of larger induced Foucault �eddy� currents in the conducting
wall, which produce a larger magnetic braking force.

IV. MEASURING THE FOUCAULT CURRENTS
IN THE PIPE WALL

One of the bonuses of our model and experiments is the
actual value of the Foucault current that a single falling mag-
net induces in the pipe wall. The calculation of this current is
seldom addressed in literature. The currents induced by the
falling magnet are not localized, but are distributed along the
whole pipe. Nonetheless, the value of the current ahead of
the magnet can be estimated by using Eqs. �3�, �6�, and �7� to
write dI as

dI = v��B��a,z�dz = v��
3
̃�za

�a2 + ��z�2�5/2 �30a�

=
3v��
̃

�a2

u

�1 + u2�5/2du , �30b�

which gives

I =
v��
̃

�a2 �
0

	 3u

�1 + u2�5/2du =
v��
̃

�a2 . �31�

Equation �31� gives for typical values of v, �, �, a, and �, the
value I=22.2 A. The large value of I is explained by the low

−4

Fig. 10. �a� Plot of the magnetic damping force and the fall interval time as

represented by f̃�b /a� / f0 as a function of b /a. The experimental points
closely match the theoretical curve. �b� Plot of the terminal speed versus
b /a. The continuous line is the predicted terminal speed and the experimen-
tal points closely follow that line.
resistance R of the conducting pipe �R�1�10 �.
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APPENDIX: MEASUREMENT OF THE QUANTITY �̃
AND THE PARAMETER �

In Sec. II, the quantities 
̃ and � were introduced in our
model of the magnet’s field.1 These two quantities can be
readily found by performing a simple experiment in which
the transient emf, E�t�, induced in two pick-up coils by the
falling magnet is displayed and stored in a digital oscillo-
scope. The thin wire coils of N turns �30–40�, separated by a
distance �z, are wound onto the same copper pipe used in
the experiments of Sec. II �or if preferred onto a short card-
board cylinder of radius a�, and the magnet is allowed to fall
with speed v along the hollow tube. The expression for the
induced emf in the coil due to the passing magnet traveling
at speed v using Eq. �2� is

E = N2�avB��a,z� = N2�av
3
̃�za

�a2 + ��z�2�5/2 , �A1�

where z=vt. Equation �A1� converts the time interval �t read
along the baseline of the oscilloscope into a distance �z. The
parameter � is obtained by noting in Eq. �A1� that the coor-
dinate value zm corresponding to the maximum Emax of the
stored transient emf, E�t�, occurs for �=a / �2zm�. This ex-
periment can be easily repeated and gives a precise value of
the parameter �.

Using Eq. �A1� we write B�,max=Emax / �Nv2�a�, and in
this way, B�,max may be found from the maximum value,
Emax, of the stored transient signal. As seen following Eq.
�A2�, the maximum B�,max of the radial component of the
magnetic field occurs for �z=a /2 and is independent of the
value of �,

B�,max =
3
̃�a/2�a

�a2 + �a/2�2�5/2 =
48
̃

25�5a3
, �A2�

from which we can obtain 
̃. The two zero crossings of the
two transient signals generated by the two pick-up coils are
used to find the speed v of the magnet.

As an example, in one of our experiments, we obtained
Emax=70.0 mV and �tm=5.7 ms�0.2 ms, and for
a=10.4 mm, N=40, and v=0.732 m /s, we obtained
zm=42�0.2 mm, B�,max=0.036 T, �=1.25�0.05, and

̃=4.8�10−8 Tm3. The errors in �tm and � are �4%, the
experimental errors of the other values are smaller.
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